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Making decisions is an important part of human life that is often poorly
understood. Suppliers of information have a key role in the decision-making
process. This article provides an overview of behavioural economics and
naturalistic decision-making and the insights they provide into the decision-
making process. Two case studies from the US and Australia are provided.

WHY DECISION-MAKING IS IMPORTANT

Our lives are a parade of decisions that we make with a greater or lesser degree of consciousness.
Some are banal (“tea or coffee?”) and some are momentous (“will you marry me?”). We would rather
make good decisions than bad ones and yet rarely reflect on the process of how we make them or how
we might improve doing so. On some level we know that if we made better decisions, our lives would
be better but we just carry on making decisions and hoping for the best.

As suppliers of decision-making inputs, we information professionals have a critical role to play
in ensuring our users make good decisions. We should, therefore, understand the decision-making
process as much as we can. We should guard against unforced errors in the presentation and provision
of our information and we should also be able to advise our clients on simple errors that may lead to
less effective outcomes.

Given the importance of decision-making to our lives, it may be a relief to know that a great deal
of research has been focused on improving our understanding of what leads to good and bad
decision-making. In a 2009 article, noted consultant and academic Tom Davenport identified six
emerging approaches to decision-making: small group processes, analytics, automation, neuroscience,
behavioural economics, intuition and the wisdom of crowds.1 This article examines two of these:
behavioural economics and intuition (or naturalistic decision-making). We focus on these two as they
stand apart from some of the others on Davenport’s list – they are the result of empirical
psychological research rather than technology-driven advances such as analytics or automation. They
do not require expensive technology to implement – just some smart thinking and doing.

This article begins by outlining one, very common but contrasting, model of decision-making. We
then move from this simple but flawed model of decision-making to some more complicated, less
intuitive, but also less flawed, views of decision-making. Each model is explored through both theory
and example. A work health and safety warning is perhaps appropriate here: each model should be
used with care for the insights it provides while also recognising that it has limits. As statistician
George Box said: “Remember that all models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong do they
have to be to not be useful?”2
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1 Davenport TH, “Make Better Decisions” (2009) 87(11) Harvard Business Review 117.

2 Box GEP and Draper NR, Empirical Model-building and Response Surfaces (Wiley, New York, 1987) p 74.
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THE CLASSICAL MODEL AND THE LIMITS OF RATIONALITY

An early (and still widely accepted view) of decision-making, call it the “classical model”, goes like
this: an individual has to make a decision; they identify possible options; they calculate the costs of
each option; they calculate the benefits of each option; then they choose the option that offers the
greatest benefit for the lowest cost.

This model implies some challenges for the decider:

• Have they identified a sufficient number of adequate options?

• Can they calculate costs and benefits for those options?

The classical model is comforting for information professionals as its challenges are almost
purely “informational”. When making a decision, research should identify the options that I need and
the inputs into my cost and benefit calculations. For information professionals, our role in this kind of
decision-making is obvious. We provide information on different options for the decision-maker who
then rationally weighs that information and makes their decision. Problems may emerge if the
information underlying a decision is incomplete or wrong but otherwise it is all straightforward.

This model is very beguiling in its simplicity. It underlies a lot of theory in domains such as
economics. However, problems with it emerged when social scientists began to study decision-making
in the real world. This research generally took two forms. First, the studying on decision-making by
psychologists in controlled laboratory environments (where the true aim of the study might be
obscured from the subjects). This program led to the behavioural economics/biases and heuristics (BE)
approach. The second form studied decision-making in real world (rather than laboratory simulated)
situations. This led to the naturalistic decision-making (NDM) approach. The main body of this article
explores each of these approaches in, and their implications for, information professionals.

BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS

Despite the “economics” label, much of the work in BE has been undertaken by psychologists such as
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman.3 As you will recall, the classical model of decision-making
assumes a rational actor able to weigh different options. The focus of BE research has been on the
extent to which human beings are “rational” in their decision-making. We like to think of ourselves as
smart people able to make good decisions. The findings of BE indicate that we may not be as smart as
we think we are; not only that, we also make suboptimal decisions in predictable ways that our
conscious minds might not be aware of. Unsurprisingly, the results of BE research are of great interest
to those who want to influence our decision-making in covert ways. What are some of the findings of
BE?

The anchoring effect

In a demonstration of the anchoring effect, subjects were asked to estimate various quantities, stated in
percentages (for example, the percentage of African countries in the United Nations). For each quantity,
a number between 0 and 100 was determined by spinning a wheel of fortune in the subjects’ presence.
The subjects were instructed to indicate first whether that number was higher or lower than the value of
the quantity, and then to estimate the value of the quantity by moving upward or downward from the
given number. Different groups were given different numbers for each quantity, and these arbitrary
numbers had a marked effect on estimates. For example, the median estimates of the percentage of
African countries in the United Nations were 25 and 45 for groups that received 10 and 65, respectively,
as starting points. Payoffs for accuracy did not reduce the anchoring effect.4

The anchoring effect is the reason that a wine store has a very expensive bottle of wine on display or
a car dealership has a high-end sports car in the window. Most of the time, they will not sell many (if
any) of these. However, where you may have gone into the wine shop thinking that $20 was expensive

3 Tversky A and Kahneman D, “Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases” (1974) 185 Science 1124; Tversky A and
Kahneman D, “Availability: A Heuristic for Judging Frequency and Probability” (1973) 5 Cognitive Psychology 207; Tversky A
and Kahneman D, “The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice” (1981) 211 Science 453.

4 Tversky and Kahneman (1974), n 3.
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for a bottle of wine, after seeing a $600 bottle, $20 for a bottle seems far more reasonable. Anchoring
is frequently used in sales environments and it may be an influencing technique that you wish to use
(“now the premium library membership is $1,000,000”). However it has broader implications for
information provision. The order of the information provided matters, as does the range of data points.
Starting with an abnormally high figure may bias the reader. This applies to qualitative information as
well. While starting with an extreme example of something may be eye-catching, it also risks biasing
the reader’s point of view of the topic (especially if it is one that they are unfamiliar with).

The availability heuristic

In another Kahneman and Tversky experiment, test subjects were played audio lists of very famous
and less famous men and women. When asked to recall the names, they recalled more of the very
famous names. They also asked whether a list had more men than women in it – 80% of the time they
got this wrong, because while a list might have had more male names, the female names it had were
more famous.5

The availability heuristic says that the extent to which people draw on a piece of information is
dependent on its “availability” to them. Information will be more available if it is recent or vivid. The
impact of the availability heuristic has some similarities to the anchoring effect. A single powerful
anecdote can have a bigger impact than impersonal data. The information that an individual has
consumed in the recent past may have a big impact on what you put in front of them now. Above all,
the availability heuristic causes us problems in understanding areas that we have little direct
experience or poor overview of. For example, a significant proportion of Australians have an
erroneous view of apparently high levels of crime, as opposed to the real figures. The availability
heuristic means that information professionals not only have to take care with the form in which
information is provided but also should be concerned with the broader information environments that
their clients operate in. Your information will not be effective if it’s being drowned out by noise.

The framing effect and loss aversion

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill
600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact
scientific estimates of the consequences of the programs are as follows:

PROBLEM 1 (N=152)

Program A: if Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved.

Program B: if Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved, and 2/3
probability that no people will be saved.

Which of the two programs would you favor?

Answer: A = 72%, B = 28%.

PROBLEM 2 (N=155):

Program C: if Program C is adopted 400 people will die.

Program D: if Program D is adopted there is 1/3 probability that nobody will die, and 2/3 probability
that 600 people will die.

Which of the two programs would you favor?

Answer: C = 22%, D = 78%.

The grim set of choices given above was part of a series of experiments conducted by Tversky and
Kahneman to examine how the framing of choices impacts on the decisions made.6 Problem 1 and
Problem 2 are essentially the same choice and yet the form in which the choice is presented yields
near opposite outcomes. Problem 1 is presented in terms of a gain (200 dead) and leads to risk
aversion. Problem 2 is presented as a loss (400 dead) and yields to risk-taking. Research in
behavioural economics demonstrates that, in general, people invest more in avoiding losses than in

5 Tversky and Kahneman (1973), n 3.

6 Tversky and Kahneman (1981), n 3.
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pursuing gains than a purely rational approach would suggest. Losing hurts more than winning. This is
obviously not true of everyone, all the time, but it is a marked tendency. The implications for
information professionals are simple: the language used to frame a choice matters.

Thinking fast and slow

Kahneman explains human decision-making as taking two forms – we think fast and slow.7 We
automatically think intuitively or “fast”, which means that we use heuristics and are more easily
influenced by biases than when we think “slow”. Slow thinking is closer to the classical model of
decision-making where we consciously think things through and make efforts to avoid bias. Slow
thinking requires concentration and energy, so it both tires us out and is harder to do when tired. The
takeaway for information professionals here is that the context and the state of mind of the
information consumer is important. Perhaps we should attach warning labels to the information that
we provide: “Only to be consumed after a cup of tea, a nice lie down and when no one is hassling
you.” Perhaps, less facetiously, it reinforces the previous comments about the importance of form and
order. If using information to make effective decisions requires energy then we need to remove things
that make the process harder. For example: we need to remove unnecessarily complicated language or
jargon; we need to ensure that format and graphics assist the process of understanding information; we
need to remove content that is obviously superfluous (although deciding that upfront can often be
difficult).

Naturalistic decision-making

If you want to study how people make decisions then you have several options. You can create models
based on how you think they do it. You can create situations in labs that test how they make decisions
under certain circumstances. As we have seen, the laboratory-based approach formed the basis of the
behavioural economics approach. What this approach cannot tell you is how people actually do make
decisions in the real world. For this you need to go out and observe decision-making. In the 1980s, the
United States Army was particularly interested in battlefield decision-making and was also willing to
fund research in this area. The most famous researcher in this area is Gary Klein. He began by
observing how individuals made life-or-death decisions in time-stressed situations – firemen, nurses,
soldiers and sailors. As well as observation, he would conduct lengthy debriefing sessions with the
decision-maker to examine how they made their decisions.

One of his most famous cases involves the telepathic fireman:

It is a simple house fire in a one storey house in a residential neighbourhood. The fire is in the back, in
the kitchen area. The lieutenant leads his hose crew into the building, to the back, to spray water on the
fire, but the fire just roars back at them. “Odd,” he thinks. The water should have had more impact.
They try dousing the fire again, and get the same results. They retreat a few steps to regroup. Then the
lieutenant starts to feel that something is not quite right … He orders his men out of the building … As
soon as his men leave the building, the floor where they had been standing collapses. Had they still been
inside, they would have plunged into the fire below.8

The fireman was convinced he had Extra Sensory Perception (ESP). However close questioning
revealed that the living room was hotter than he would have expected from a fire of this size, the fire
was quieter than expected given the heat, and the fire did not react as expected to water. Based on his
experience with many fires, he “sensed” something about this fire was wrong.

The model that Klein and his colleagues developed from these studies is known as the
Recognition Primed Decision (RPD) model. When faced with a situation, people do not weigh
alternatives. Typically they engage in an unconscious pattern-matching activity based on their
previous experience. Obviously if they have a rich set of experiences to work off then they are at an
advantage to those with a narrow base. This is a component of what we mean by “expertise”. There is
a truism that some people have 20 years’ worth of experience whereas others just have one year’s
worth of experience repeated 20 times. The variety of experience matters.

7 Kahneman D, Thinking, Fast and Slow (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 2013).

8 Klein G, Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions (MIT Press, Massachusetts, 1999) p 32.
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If the situation proceeds as the individual expects, then all good. However, if something
unexpected occurs (or does not occur) then the individual will have to rework their understanding of
the situation and either find a new pattern to work off or engage in conscious analysis. In addition,
individuals will often mentally simulate courses of action to see if they will work or not.9 The RPD
model is a mix of Kahneman’s “fast” and “slow” thinking – fast intuition based on patterns and slow
analysis when that intuition fails.

Some of this may sound familiar to you: Malcolm Gladwell used many of the insights of Klein
and his colleagues in the book Blink10 – although arguably the source material is more useful than the
popularisation.

LESSONS FOR INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS FROM NDM

Case study 1: Making decisions like a human being

John Bordeaux is a US-based knowledge management (KM) consultant who works with government
organisations. This is how John uses some ideas from NDM with his clients.

I’ve used Klein’s work with KM clients and in a two-hour Decision Course I deliver on occasion to
senior security professionals from the US Intelligence Community, titled: “Think Differently”.

Technologists assume we think like machines, pseudo-psychology artificially categorizes us, and
business books promise to solve humans in seven easy steps. We know these all fall short, (and often
blame ourselves for failing to measure up). Klein’s work helps me show why these assertions fall short.

KM is about making better decisions, both individually and within groups. I can get clients to agree to
this, and how improving specific decisions can be tied to expected business outcomes. But when I ask
if they understand how decisions are made by brains, there is silence.

In the Decision Course, I’m speaking with people responsible for facility security, personnel security,
personnel investigations, etc. My role is to disrupt what they think they know about their own decisions,
and the course coordinator chooses to lead their week-long seminar with my Course. By the end, they
are questioning their hidden decision processes, assumptions, attentional blindness, and the like. The
core is uncovering what Klein developed – we can know how our brains work, and with this
knowledge, I can build back what I tore down in their understanding.

In addition to the Decision Course, I use Klein in KM strategy workshops – the participants can see
quickly that their focus on a “lessons learned database” (or portal, or process mapping) addresses only
a small part of what matters in making better decisions.

Klein helps me explain the role of recognition, metaphor, mental simulation, and narrative in a way that
resonates with the client or student. I use other sources to explain the dynamics of group
decision-making, but Klein opens the door to developing a KM approach that addresses that last
millimeter – the space between our senses and our brains.11

Case study 2

This second case study is provided by David Williams based on his experiences with decision-making
in the tendering process.

A government department invited Tender[er]s to respond to a Request For Tender (RFT) for the
provision of services for hosting, maintaining and further development of a complex decision support
model including the addition and analysis of data over a three year period. Seven Tenderer responses
were lodged electronically through the Department’s eTendering Portal and the Tender Box closed at
the nominated time. The Tender Evaluation committee (TEC) considered all relevant information for
each technical criterion provided in each tender and conducted an objective and rigorous analysis
against each technical criterion.

From the evaluation, two tenderers stood out from the pack. Tenderer V7 scored marginally (less than
2%) ahead of Tenderer V6 but was also marginally more expensive and slightly higher risk. In

9 Klein G, “Naturalistic Decision-making” (2008) 50 Human Factors 456.

10 Gladwell M, Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking (Little, Brown and Co, 2007).

11 Personal communication with John Bordeaux (2014).
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accordance with RFT and the TEP, the Committee invited the shortlisted tenderers to present their
services and provide clarification in areas where their tenders lacked detail and were considered to
contribute to the level of risk of successfully delivering the services.

Based on the responses provided and the reputations of the tenderers, the Committee expected that the
presentations would reduce the risks associated with V6 and also increase their score, enabling a clear
winner to emerge. The presentations did increase the score of V7, but the committee was also impressed
by V6, to the point that all of the Committee members took a preference to V6 and their score was also
increased. The committee was now faced with the situation where the lead had changed but the margin
was even smaller!

It appeared that there was some form of recognition-primed decision-making that had occurred, but we
need to tie it down to be able to make a defendable decision. The facilitator suggested that this could be
considered from a risk perspective as the nominated personnel for V6 were now a known quality, but
that was not the case with V7.

It was considered inappropriate to adjust the scores from a utility perspective as both Tenderers
generally met the technical criteria. However, risk was an evaluation criterion on its own. The inclusion
of a risk assessment in a Value for Money calculation is traditionally done poorly. Fortunately, this
procurement activity was undertaken with the strategy to be able to cost the risk mitigation activities to
an acceptable risk level and add that cost to tendered prices to be able to undertake a more accurate
judgment.

The challenge was then to identify and cost them. Some additional contract monitoring was identified as
an appropriate mitigation strategy and a cost was determined. When this was added to the price of V7,
along with the adjustments to the Utility scores, V6 emerged a clearer winner.12

CONCLUSION

The “classical” decision-making model has some value but also some serious problems as a guide to
understanding how people make decisions. The insights of behaviour economics and naturalistic
decision-making can provide us with a far richer and more robust view of how human beings actually
think and decide. BE offers a focus on biases and heuristics. NDM offers insights into the role of
intuition and expertise. Although both start from different places, they end with a remarkably common
view of human nature, or at least “a failure to disagree”.13

In this article, we have only scratched the surface of this topic and we would strongly encourage
the interested reader to go to the references cited in the footnotes and investigate further. We would
also encourage you to start observing how you, and those around you, make decisions. When does
your intuition help you and when do biases hinder you?

As information professionals, we owe it to our clients to help them get the best outcomes they
can. We know that more information does not always lead to better outcomes. We know that how
information is presented and the contexts in which it is used also matter. The insights from BE and
NDM help us to understand why this is so and what we do about it.

12 Williams D, “Dealing with Recognition-primed Decision-making in Source Selection” (Lange Consulting and Software,
2014), https://langeconsulting.zendesk.com/entries/70087597-Case-Studies.

13 Kahneman D and Klein G, “Conditions for Intuitive Expertise: A Failure to Disagree” (2009) 64 American Psychologist 515.
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